Passive monitoring of induced microseismic (MS) events provides a unique means for imaging fracture propagation in response to engineering operations. Particularly during hydraulic treatment of hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs rock MS monitoring provides feedback to field operators on the effect of the treatment and the changes imposed on the fracture network and fluid conductivity within the rock.
The first order estimation about the effectiveness of a hydraulic fracture treatment can be obtained from the MS event location and the geometry of the MS cluster and is used later to interpret the intensity and extent of the induced fracturing. A more detailed understanding of the fracturing process, i.e., crack opening, fault slipping, and the combination of both, is obtained from the analysis of waveform amplitudes to characterize the source. This study analyzes uncertainties underlying the location of MS events and the determination of source mechanisms.
The main factors controlling the accuracy of MS locations are the quality of the recorded waveform, the accuracy of the velocity model used for the forward modelling of travel times and the configuration of the monitoring array. The effect of the velocity model and array geometry on source locations is analyzed through the location of a cluster of 200 synthetic events with a mixture of shear and tensile source mechanisms with full waveforms generated using a continuous spectral-element method (SPECFEM3D, Komatitsch and Tromp, 1999 ) through a velocity model based on the conditions in the Barnett Shale (Figure 1a ). Colored random noise (see Figure 1b) is added to the signal to reproduce field monitoring conditions and the events are relocated using variations of the true model including a homogeneous simplification. The robustness of individual event locations and overall cluster geometry is tested against the velocity model and different array configurations with varying aperture, number of instruments and azimuthal coverage. The effects of varying number of borehole arrays and different monitoring geometries on the inverted source mechanism is also investigated creating a numerical simulation of four typical source modes bonded particle model (BPM) in which the rock material is modelled as an assembly spherical particles bonded together at their contacts by parallel-bonds (e.g. Potyondy and Cundall, 2004) (Figure 2) . Seismic sources can then be modelled by joining clusters of source particles by a fault plane modelled by a smooth joint (e.g. Mas Ivars et al., 2011) . Different force histories are applied to these source particles along certain directions to simulate different types of source mechanisms. The body forces directly exerted by source particles are then monitored using linear sets of particle arrays With the above numerical experiments, effects of signal quality, velocity model, and acquisition geometry on the source characterization will be investigated to help us optimize the monitoring and enhance the fracture imaging.
